The Intramol~cular Pattern
Of these only the pattern of the tobacco mosaic strains has been examined, in any detail, though enough is known of the others to show their general relationships. Early photographs of the tobacco mosaic virus, as either oriented gel or as liquid, gave the pattern shown in Plate 3, Fig. 19 , containing four main spots (0003), (0006), (4482), and (3037) . Of these the (4482), (0006), and (3037), lay approximately on a Debye circle of 11/~, the region of strong reflection for proteins. This and indications of another ring of reflections at about 4.5 ,~ were sufficient to show that the picture was of the same type as those of proteins. The sharpness of the spots was, however, definitely greater than for the natural fibre proteins, except perhaps feather keratin. They were not, however, at this stage by any means as sharp as those from crystalline proteins (Bemal, Fankuchen, and Perutz, 1938) . Further studies, however, showed that this was largely due to lack of orientation. It was found that the clearest photographs could be obtained from solutions oriented in capillary tubes and after many trials remarkably perfect photographs were obtained. The best (Plate 4, Figs. 24 and 25) which required an exposure of nearly 400 hours, showed hundreds of distinct spots some of which, particularly near the meridian line, were as sharp as those from crystalline proteins.
Interpretation
The interpretation of the intramolecular pattern seemed at first sight fairly straightforward. It corresponded to that of a crystal with a hexagonal lattice of a = 87/~, c = 68/~ (Bernal, 1938) . As progressively better photographs were obtained several spots appeared which could not be explained by such a small cell. It was hoped that by obtaining still better photographs this difficulty could be cleared up, but the best obtained merely confirmed the impossibility of the simple interpretation. Orthorhombic and monoclinic pseudohexagonal cells were next tried, but they also failed to account satisfactorily for the observed reflections, while calling for many others that were not observed. It appeared that it was quite impossible to explain the pattern on the existing theory of x-ray diffraction from a crystal, for any cell large enough to give the observed spots was found to be larger than the size of the particle as inferred from all the intermolecular measurements.
The key to what may be the true explanation of this paradox, and what is in any case a plausible one, was found in a detailed comparison of the intramolecular photographs of the dry gels, wet gels, and solutions. The equatorial line offers the greatest interest, for here the intermolecular pattern of the dry gel is found to pass almost continuously into the near intramolecular pattern of the solutions, as shown in Tables I and IV . Particularly significant are the two reflections at ~ values of approximately 0.031 and 0.043, 2 (corre-2 ~ is a coordinate of a reflecting plane in reciprocal space. For details see Bernal (1927) . The intensities are very sensitive to slight variations of water content. It has been observed for tobacco mosaic virus that the presence of moisture tends to weaken the (1010) reflection and to enhance the (2240) and (3140). 
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The unit cell of the wet crystal is body centered cubic and contains two molecules. Despite the fact that only one reflection was observed from the dry crystals, there are good reasons for assigning to it the same type unit cell. sponding to spacings of 50 and 36 A respectively). I n the dry gel t h e y correspond to the reflections of (1210) and the doublet (2240 and 1340); i n ' t h e 50 per cent w e t gel to (1340) and (5050). B e y o n d this t h e y cannot be d e a r l y identified with a n y intermolecular spacing, b u t their position has h a r d l y changed. There can be no reasonable d o u b t t h a t they correspond to impor- r a n t intramolecular reflections which serve to enhance the i n t e n s i t y of the intermolecular reflections lying nearest them. T h e spot on the third layer line which corresponds to t h e m is a single one a t ~ = 0.036, which would be (3033) for the d r y gel a n d remains u n c h a n g e d in position, within errors of m e a s u r e m e n t , for the o t h e r forms.
x -~x AND CRYSTAI.LOGRAPIKIC STUI)I~S OF PLANT VIRUS. III Now the fact that these intramolecular values though arrived at quite independently fit with intermolecular ones for the dry gel points to the not unexpected conclusion that its intermolecular periodicity is closely linked to the intramolecular one. We cannot, however, attempt to index the intramolecular pattern on this basis for that would bring us back to the paradox that the cell --e: . Projection of reciprocal net of hexagonal unit cell to show indexing of reflections of Plate 4, Fig. 24 . a --87 A, c --68 ~. Region between y axis and curved line is a forbidden zone (Bernal, 1927) . size would be larger than the particle, but we can make the complementary assumption that for the scattering of the isolated virus particle referred to a true repeat unit inside the particle, fractional as well as integral indices are admissible for the reflecting planes. The assumption of fractional indices, daring as it seems, might but for its novelty have been logically deduced from the scattering conditions of the isolated particle. The Bragg theory of diffraction of x-rays by crystals is based on the assumption that the repeat unit is repeated an indefinite number of times. If this is not the case the subsidiary diffraction maxima can no longer be neglected. The theory is here necessarily complicated and has not up till now been attempted largely because no known experimental examples of it existed. It is, however, in many respects similar to that of electron diffraction from very thin crystals. No attempt will be made here to develop it formally, merely to indicate the general manner in which the anomalous x-ray pattern of the virus particles may be explained.
The particle is short only in two dimensions. In the direction of its length there are many repeat units and therefore the diffraction effects corresponding to this direction are normal. In all other directions, however, fractional (hki) indices are observed. Table IV 3 show the allocation of these. Owing to the great number of possible planes for which ~ > 0.1 and the intrinsic lack of sharpness in this region only the inner reflections can be indexed with certainty, and most of these occur on the equator and on the third and sixth layer lines. Some characteristic regularities can be noticed but have not as yet been explained. Thus, on the equator no reflections with integral indices appear. Reflections both with integral indices and fractional ones of the type (hh2h/) occur on the third and sixth layer lines. The integral reflections here are strong and the fractional weak. It would appear as if each true reflection was forbidden on the equator and replaced by a doublet of fractional indices, while on the layer lines the true reflections appeared with two non-integral satellites forming a triplet. One equatorial reflection in particular, the strong reflection at ~ = 0.0165 (93 A) should be noticed as it corresponds to the Fresnel scattering of the particle as a whole. The second order interferences are found only for small values of ~ and here the uncertainty of measurement makes it difficult to identify them with certainty.
Cell Size and Molecular Weight
If the explanation of the observed reflections given above be accepted, the apparent great complexity of the pattern is due to the diffraction effects not conforming with Bragg's law, owing to the finite size of the particles. It follows that in the discussion of the actual structure these effects can be disregarded in the first place, and an ideal repeat unit chosen which corresponds to the disposition of scattering matter inside each particle. This proves to be the cell originally chosen, a = 87/~, c = 68 A, which would provide exactly three cells in a hexagonal particle cross-section (Text- fig. 17 ). This is in excellent agreement with the particle diameter oi 150/~ = 87 ~¢/3 derived from the intermolecular measurements on the dry gel. For such a cell assuming a density of 1.34 (Bawden and Pirie, 1937 a) the molecular weight would be 370,-000. On account of the strength of the sixth layer line and the marked pseudorhombohedral character of the reflections, the true repeat units may well be one-sixth of this or 62,000. Assuming 6 per cent of this is nucleic acid this gives a molecular weight of 58,000, which is of the same order as that of a protein molecule, though it does not fit well into any of the Svedberg classes (Svedberg, 1939) . It must be emphasized that this is a cell molecular weight and not the "molecular weight" of the gross virus particle which is, of course, very much greater.
Internal Structure
It is difficult on the basis of the complicated x-ray evidence to go much deeper into the structure of the molecule. Certain deductions may, however, legitimately be made. The two most noticeable features of the pattern are first, the absence of strong reflections on the equator which shows that the particles TEXT-FIe. 17. Diagrammatic cross-section of dry gel showing the relation of the unit cell of the particle with that of the interparticle packing.
cannot be composed of bundles of fibrous molecules and, second, the presence of extremely strong reflections perpendicular to the axes, indicating some form of layer structure. Further, the pattern is dearly differentiated into that of the zero, third, and sixth layer lines, and that of the other layer lines. This together with the absence of (101l) and (202/), while (0003l) and (112/) are strongly represented, suggests a rhombohedral structure, a = 55 A, a = 104½ °.
The presence of the planes (3032) and (3143) would appear to contradict this, but these may be anomalous reflections, or the structure may be only pseudorhombohedral with a triad screw axis.
Strong reflecting planes would appear to indicate sub-units; the larger subunit corresponding to the planes (0003) and (1121) would be a ]]at platelet of dimensions 44 X 44 X 22 ~, the smaller corresponding to the strongest planes of all, (0006), and (4~2) and the ring of planes at spacings of about 11 A would be a roughly equidimensional sub-unit of diameter 11 A. The larger 3. Cubic close packing of large sub-units as seen in the three virus unit cells making up one particle, a side view; b end view. 1 cm. = 67 A. a shows a section at AB of the view below (b). I, sub-unit at bottom of cell; II, sub-unit at ~ of unit cell height; III, sub-unit at ~ of unit cell height.
sub-units could be arranged in cubic close packing, as shown in Text- fig. 18 . Further confirmation is furnished b y the photographs of potato virus X (Plate 3 , Fig; 21 ). Here we have the same strong reflection at 11 ~, but there are also reflections at 33 and 16.5/~, suggesting that here also the 11/~ sub-units are present but that the larger sub-units are 44 X 33 A and are arranged in hexagonal rather than cubic close packing. This is as far as it is safe to go on the basis of the experimental material available. There is no doubt, however, that with the help of more detailed photographs and comparisons, with further virus types, it should be possible to obtain much more detailed information on the structure.
DISCUSSION
The evidence so far supports the view that the virus particle is in some sense intermediate between a molecule and a crystal of a normal crystalline protein. Its lateral dimensions are of the order of six times those of a protein molecule, while in the direction of its length, it contains a multiple of 24 true or 144 pseudocells, almost as many as a small protein crystal (Text- fig. 18 b) .
In detail the intramolecular pattern shows interesting resemblances and differences from those of the proteins that have hitherto been studied. Like them it shows the dominant II and 4.5 ~ spacings, indicating the same basic internal structure . It differs, however, from them by the fact that one of the II A reflections, that perpendicular to the particle length predominates over all the others. This indicates either sheets or sets of parallel fibres with this lateral spacing, or, what comes to much the same thing, a high degree of alignment of the smallest sub-units. To a certain degree it resembles the fibrous and denatured proteins in this repeat and may like them have a simpler structure than that of the crystalline proteins. 4 Such a deduction would fit with the view that the virus was in some way simpler than other proteins, but whether because it was more primitive than the crystalline, or is a degradation product of them it is of course impossible to say at present. Astbury and Bell (1938) and Astbury (1938 a, b) have suggested that the hypothetical virus sub-units of 22 A cube are each linked with one nucleotide of the nucleic acid chain or ring. This fits reasonably with the analytical figures for phosphorus content but as yet there is no direct evidence for the view. The answer to these questions must be found in a far wider study of proteins and nucleoproteins by x-ray methods.
Biological Irnplica2ions
So far the discussion has been confined to an elucidation of the modes of aggregation and the internal structure of virus particles, based primarily on an intensive study of tobacco mosaic virus, with its two selected strains, enation and aucuba which are except in the respects mentioned below indis-4 More recently the structure of horse serum albumin has been studied by one of us (Fankuchen, 1940) and this seems to offer some analogy to that of tobacco mosaic virus. It is hexagonal, a = 96 ~, c --144 ~ the main reflection being the (0005) at 24 A. tinguishable, The other viruses, cucumber virus strains, potato virus X strains, and bushy stunt, were studied less intensively and can only be discussed here in a comparative way.
Physical Properties
In physical properties the different virus preparations vary widely (see Bawden and Pirie, 1937 a and b; 1938 a, b and c) . The differences that we observed refer only to the preparations of wet and dry gel. In this respect the behaviour of the three strains of tobacco mosaic virus was indistinguishable, all gave gels of similar texture and birefringence, but it was observable that these were more easily obtained in a well oriented form from the ordinary strain.
Cucumber virus strains gave gels of lower birefringence for wet and for dry gel, and these were definitely not so well oriented. Potato virus X strains gave even worse gels of very low birefringence and poor orientation. No orientation phenomena were observable for bushy stunt virus, and the gels it gave were amorphous.
Intramolecular Patterns
All the strains of tobacco mosaic virus gave indistinguishable intramolecular patterns, as far as the position and intensities of the four principal spots, (0003), (0006), (4482), and (3037), are concerned (see p. 148). Enation and the ordinary strain in solution also gave the same full detailed patterns. The aucuba strain and the cucumber virus were not examined in such detail. We may, however, conclude that they contain the very similar sub-units and particle structure. Potato virus X showed a different intramolecular pattern, (Plate 3, Fig. 21) , which, however, was clearly related to that of the tobacco virus. The reflection corresponding to (0006) in tobacco mosaic virus remains as the strongest at 11/~, but (0003) is replaced by two spots of spacing 33 and 16.5/~ representing the first and second orders of which (0006) is the third. (3140) and (4482) are replaced by arcs of approximately the same spacing, but it is impossible to determine their precise position owing to the poor orientation of the specimens. No difference was detectable between the ordinary and the masked strains of potato virus X. The most obvious interpretation at this stage is that the virus contains similar sub-units, but that these are arranged in a different way to those of tobacco and cucumber virus. In the case of the bushy stunt virus the distinction established between intermolecular and intramolecular patterns breaks down. As the crystals here are true crystals all x-ray reflections must conform to Bragg's law for the crystal unit, which here corresponds to the intermolecular pattern observed for the other viruses. Powder photographs at short distances, however, do show definite concentrations of scattering at about 11 and 4.5 A, of which no more can be said than that they are typical of proteins in general and not unlike those given by the other viruses. It may be possible to get more information on this point by examining single crystals, though so far these have proved too small for the purpose.
Intermolecular Patterns
The different varieties of virus showed distinct differences in their intermolecular patterns. These differences are of two kinds, namely, in the spacing of the pattern and in the relative intensities of the different spots. Within the accuracy of measurement of about one-fifth per cent, all strains of tobacco mosaic virus give the same dry gel spacing. It must be emphasized that this reproducibility is one of the most notable characteristics of the virus preparations. Centrifuged sap, dried top and bottom solutions of different concentrations, and dried crystals prepared from different samples and at different times, give identical spacings to this degree of accuracy. Both varieties of cucumber virus give a different spacing though the difference is small, 128 A against 132 A for the tobacco mosaic strains.
The patterns given by the bushy stunt virus are necessarily of a very different kind. The virus was prepared in the form of small crystals which on microscopic examination appeared to be regular dodecahedra, which are completely isotropic (Bawden and Pixie, 1938 b) . This indicates the probability of a spherical rather than an elongated particle. For the x-ray examination powder methods wereused, thevirus being examined first of all in its mother liquor and subsequently air dried (Bernal, Fankuchen, and Riley, 1938) . The results of the measurements are shown in Table I . They correspond to those of a body-centred cubic structure. This is in perfect agreement with the habit of the crystals, for according to Federov's law the rhombohedral habit corresponds to body-centred packing. The size of the cell in the wet case is 394 .~ and in the dry case 318 .~. Their ratio corresponds within errors of measurement to a shrinkage observed on the crystals themselves. Using this cell size and the observed density of 1.285 for the wet crystals, the wet particle molecular weight would appear to be 24,000,000. Bawden and Pirie (1938 b) estimated the water content of these crystals to be 55 per cent and if thisisthe case the dry particle molecular weight would be 10,800,000 compared to 8,800,000 the molecular weight measured by McFarlane and Kekwick (1938) . More recently, Nenrath and Cooper (1940) have reported a molecular weight of 10,600,000, based on sedimentation and diffusion measurements. It has so far proved impossible to measure the density of the dry crystals, and thus to measure the dry molecular weight directly. The value given above would indicate a density of only 1.12 for the dry crystals, which would appear to show that there is considerable zeolitic loss of water. The diameter of the dry particle would appear to be 276 ~ or much greater than that of the tobacco mosaic type.
The other v~s e s did not provide any recognisable intermolecular pattern, though, particularly in the case of potato virus X, exhaustive search was made for such a pattern. This may be due to the larger size of the virus particles or to their irregular shape. Further work is obviously needed here.
The other type of difference between intermolecular patterns of the other virus strains is that of intensity. Plate ILI, Fig. 18 and Table I show the different reflections of tobacco and cucumber viruses and their estimated intensities. All these were taken from specimens prepared in an identical way and examined in the same orientation. The three strains of the tobacco virus do show definite differences of intensity. In view of the discovery of the secondary orientation of the particles it might seem that the differences are due to this cause, and, indeed, to a certain extent this may be so, the tendency to orientation being possibly more marked in the normal tobacco mosaic strains than in the aucuba and enation strains. This, however, cannot account for the increased intensity of the reflections from the (1210) planes, which, occurring at intervals of approximately 30 ° , are comparatively independent of secondary orientation. The cucumber virus shows this difference in a far more marked form, the unresolved doublets of planes (2240) and (3i40), which is only visible in tobacco after heavier exposures, are here prominent. The specimens of tobacco mosaic virus prepared in 1938 were found to give a pattern which in intensity was very different from that of the earlier preparations. Further this pattern did not itself remain constant (Table I) . What is notable is the increase in intensity of the (2240) and the variability of (1210). It was thought that these changes might be due to ageing and some of the specimens were sent back to Mr. Bawden for infectivity tests but were found to behave quite normaUy. It is possible that these differences are not due to changes in the particle itself, but merely because of its association with water. The line intensity is in fact very sensitive to the amount of water present. An old specimen of tobacco mosaic virus which when dried in ~acuo gave an excellent four line pattern with (1100) most intense and interparticle distance of 150 A, gave on exposure to air on a damp day an extremely poor pattern with (1210) strong and (1100) weaker and interparticle distance of 153/~. Attempts were made to estimate these differences quantitatively by photometer records of the film densities. Owing to the orientation effect, however, the relative intensities can only be used for comparison purposes.
It is difficult to assess the significance of the differences in the intermolecular patterns, but they are probably due to slight differences in the shape of the cross-section and of its association with water. Their full elucidation requires further work in conjunction with a closer study of their intramolecular patterns. They have some value, however, for comparative purposes.
Classification
The comparison between the intramolecular structure of tobacco, cucumber, and potato viruses points clearly to a common pattern. Already, on the basis of the x-ray analysis alone, it is possible to arrange the specimens we have examined on a scale of similarity and differences which is shown in Table I . The three varieties of tobacco mosaic virus which only show slight differences in intensity in their intermolecular patterns and none at all in their intramolecular, might be counted as varieties in a species. The related species would be that of cucumber mosaic virus, which shows marked differences in the intermolecular pattern, not only in intensity but also in spacing. A different genus would be represented by the potato virus, where the intramolecular pattern indicates a different arrangement of similar sub-units. Still another would be given by the bushy stunt virus, in which although the intramolecular pattern is roughly the same in character, no orientation phenomena can be observed. All these virus specimens together show patterns which have more similarities amongst each other than with other proteins though it should be pointed out that those examined so far by x-rays are a small and unrepresentative sample.
These similarities and differences are seen to run closely parallel to those obtained by Bawden and Pirie (1937 a and b; 1938 a and b; 1939) on clinical and serological grounds, and it may be hoped that the x-ray method may prove of value in explaining the structural characters underlying the differences between strains and species of virus and similar bodies.
General Conclusions
The provisional picture that we can now give of plant virus particles has already modified earlier conclusions in several respects. The virus that has been most thoroughly studied, that of the tobacco mosaic disease, seems to have very elongated particles of variable length, which we now recognise are in part artefacts. Virus particles in the plant are definitely shorter and possibly all of the same length. In bushy stunt virus, which gives cubic crystals, they must be approximately spherical, The anisotropic character of the other viruses, so interesting from the colloid chemical standpoint and so useful for their x-ray examination, seems now to have been somewhat of a happy accident, brought about by the tendency of cylindrical molecules to aggregate along their length. It must be emphasized, however, that if this is the case, all trace of the length of the original particles may have been lost in the resulting elongated particle.
The x-ray evidence points to a virus particle of complex structure. It is more analogous to a protein crystal than a protein molecule. Its internal regularity is very considerable. The crystallinity of the virus goes further than the aggregation of similar particles that produce the visible crystals or liquid crystals, it is a property of the isolated particles of the virus.
The arrangement seems to be one of small sub-units, 11 X 11 X 11 definitely of a smaller order than those of crystalline protein molecules. There are indications that the nucleoprotein of the particle has a different internal structure from that of normal crystalline proteins and that it is in some ways simpler.
Biological Significance
This is not the place to discuss the biological significance of these observations. Until more is known of the structure and biochemical functions of systems such as bacteria, whose chemical activities are usually taken as criteria of life, the crystalline nature of the particles that we have studied cannot in itself be given a biological significance nor give an answer to the question as to whether they are or are not the infective agent (Bawden and Pirie, 1937 a)~ nor to the far more metaphysical question as to whether they are to be considered living organisms (Pirie, 1937) . We would moreover like to emphasize that the only fully reliable facts that are here established are the physical and x-ray measurements. The hypotheses used to explain them are more or less provisional and it would be premature to base elaborate or detailed interpretations of structure and function on the evidence available at this stage of the work.
The chief utility of this work up to the present has probably lain in the extension to the biological field of two new methods, the technique of the study of oriented aggregates and the x-ray examination of complex structures of very long spacings. We have shown that this latter technique is by no means difficult and we may therefore hope that many other such structures will be discovered by its means. Effectively by the use of ordinary x,rays at small angles we can measure any regularities of the order of 1000/~ or 1/10/zand this is close to the lower resolvable limit of the ultraviolet microscope and has already been reached by the electron microscope. It should further be possible to push the examination of fine structures from that obtainable by the microscope right down to atomic dimensions.
The study of the virus preparations by these methods has brought to light hitherto unsuspected or at least undemonstrated properties of colloidal aggregates. It has been demonstrated that linear colloidal particles are arranged, even in dilute solution, in aggregates as regular as those of a crystal. The distance between them can be varied with the ionic character of the medium and this proves the existence of long range interparticle forces and indeed provides quantitative confirmation of the theories of these forces. Further by combining the x-ray studies with optical observations it has been possible to build up a theory of gel formation and thixotropy that may prove of value. The viruses of the tobacco mosaic type owing to their extreme uniformity and stability are indeed an ideal material for the controlled studies of colloids. Finally, it must be emphasized that with such a bewildering set of new phenomena, the work here recorded represents only a preliminary and rough survey and that many more man-years of work will be required before exact and reliable interpretations can be expected.
We are greatly indebted to Mr. N. W. Pirie and Mr. F. C. Bawden for supplying us with the virus preparations used in this work and to Mr. C. Chapman for the construction of the apparatus. Miss F. Bell took some of the earliest intramolecuiar photographs of the virus preparations. Dr. Crowfoot was of the greatest assistance during the final revision of the paper and was responsible for the preparation of many of the illustrations. A grant from the Royal Society made possible the purchase of the x-ray apparatus at Birkbeck College, and one of us (I. Fankuchen) has been assisted by a grant from the Department of Scientific and Industrial Research. (2) Biological implications. Part I, after an historical introduction, describes the method of preparation, from solutions of the virus, of optically oriented specimens of different concentrations. For their examination special x-ray apparatus was developed, in particular cameras working with very low angles and capable of indicating spacings up to 1000/~.
Part II is concerned with the phenomena of aggregation of the virus particles in solutions. Two modes of aggregation are observed, a disoriented sol at low concentrations and an oriented sol passing continuously over to an oriented gel at higher concentrations. Solutions of medium strength divide into two layers on standing. The top layer, which is more dilute, i.e. of concentrations below 1.6 to 4 per cent is an isotropic liquid which shows flow birefringence and other phenomena indicating the presence of long thin particles. The bottom layer in equilibrium with it, and also the higher concentrates prepared by centrifugation, are spontaneously doubly refractive and consist of regions in which the particles are parallel. X-ray investigation shows that the particles are also equidistant and that the sol is a new kind of liquid crystal with a regular hexagonal arrangement in cross-section. The distances between the particles depend simply on the concentration, indicating the homogeneity of their dis-tribution. The equilibria between top--and bottom--layer solutions and the special forms which the latter can exhibit--tactoids and reversed spirals---are also discussed. Preparations with concentrations of 30 per cent and over have gel-like properties and become sti~er as the water content decreases, but there are no abrupt transitions. At pH 7 in the absence of salt these gels swen until a concentration in equilibrium with the top layer is reached, that is down to concentrations of 4 per cent-l.6 per cent. Nearer the isoelectric point, at pH 3.4, or in ammonium sulfate solution, the degree of swelling is much more limited and an equilibrium is reached in which the distance between the partides depends on the pH or the salt concentration. The minimum interparticle distance at the isoelectric point or for high salt concentrations is about 175 A.
The original "crystals" observed by Stanley are shown to be gels of this type in the form of small elongated tactoids. On drying, further shrinkage takes place and the resulting air dry gel has an interparticle distance of only 152 A. In these gds the arrangement of particles in the cross-section is so perfect that each specimen is a two-dimensional single crystal. The conclusion of this study is that the virus preparations consist of approximately cylindrical particles about 150 A in diameter. Their length cannot easily be estimated by x-ray methods, but the minimum value of 1,500 A found by Kausche, Pfankuch, and Ruska (1939) is compatible with the x-ray evidence. Much longer partides formed by aggregation of these also occur. The forces maintaining the particles equidistant and parallel in these gels are prohably due to the ionic atmospheres surrounding them. It is shown that for long particles the mutual energy due to the ionic atmospheres is considerably greater than their temperature motion at ordinary temperatures, and consequently they must arrange themselves parallel and in a regular two-dimensional lattice. Further consideration of these phenomena leads to an explanation for the other colloid phenomena shown by the viruses, particularly the formation of tactoids and gels. The spindle-shaped form of the tactoids is shown to be due to anisotropic surface tension due to the parallel arrangement of the long particles on the surface. Dilute gels appear to be composed of tactoids of a multiply branched character showing thixotropic behaviour. This theory may have wide extensions to other colloid systems.
In Part III, Section 1 deals with the x-ray evidence on the internal structure of the particles. Even in solution, they have an inner regularity like that of a crystal. Virus preparations are thus in a sense doubly crystalline. Closer analysis reveals that the x-ray patterns are not directly comparable to those of a crystal as many of the reflections do not obey Bragg's law, but can be understood on the theory of gratings of limited size. The structure seems to consist of sub-units of the dimensions of approximately 11 A cube, fitted together in a hexagonal or pseudohexagonal lattice of dimensions--a = 87/~, c = 68/~. Contrary to what earlier observations seemed to indicate, the particle seems to be virtuaUy unchanged by drying and must therefore contain Iitfle water. There are marked resemblances with the structure of both crystalline and fibrous protein, but the virus structure does not belong to any of the classes hitherto studied. There are indications that the inner structure is of a simpler character than that of the molecules of crystalline proteins.
Part III, Section 2 contains a comparative study of the optical and x-ray examinations of three strains of tobacco mosaic virus, two of cucumber disease virus, two of potato virus X, and the virus of bushy stunt disease of tomato. In the last case x-ray measurement confirmed the deduction from its cubic crystal habit that it was composed of spherical rather than long particles, and showed that these had a diameter when dry of 276/~ and were arranged in a body-centred cubic close packing. This single example is sufficient to show that the elongated particle form which gives rise to all the anomalous physical properties of the other viruses studied is of no essential biological importance. The similarity and differences observed between the physical properties of these preparations run closely parallel to their clinical and serological classification. Finally, the biological implications of these results are discussed together with possible applications of the new methods of examination to the study of colloid and biological problems.
